
[~49 minute lesson]       Czech Republic Public Release Lesson 4 Lesson Graph [8th Grade]      
 
 
 
   11 1/2 minutes 

Optional Public/Private Class Work: Students review calculations with powered numbers 
The teacher writes on the whiteboard as he reviews the rules for categories of powered numbers: 

• Concurrent elements and a powered number: The teacher reminds the students of a homework problem in which a grandchild 
was taken to the theme park and every roller coaster ride cost him 8 korun. Grandmother gave him enough for 2 rides, which 
is 2 x 8. Plus he received from his grandfather additional 5 x 8 korun. So he went on the roller coaster and he could have gone 
on the roller coaster how many times? SN: “7 times”. 

• Powered numbers that have the same main numbers: They work with an example that Ondras gives: 55 x 56 = 511. We also 
studied powered numbers with the same main number and its quotient. Give me an example of two powered numbers that have 
the same main numbers. 38 ÷ 36 = 32. 

 
The teacher says: “the next three rules apply to: ” SN replies: “Power of a product and power of a quotient”. A student 

gives an example of power of a product: 28 x 38. They go on to give an example of power of a quotient: 83 ÷ 23.  Next, 
they review power of the exponent and give an example: (22)5 = 23 x 5 = 215 

The teacher reminds the students that these are the rules that they must master.  “Those of you having difficulties 
with this should practice at home with your friends in order to get comfortable with this.” 

 
 
 
     16 minutes 

Public Class Work: Students go over homework 
The teacher asks the class to turn to page 50. He begins with problem 1A. 

He calls Paul to the board and asks him to calculate 303  and to describe how 
he is going to figure it out. Paul says “first I multiply 3 to the third power 

equals to 27, and 3 to the 10th power is 1000 so that is 27,000.”  
 

• Problem 2A: A student says that “–34 is larger because we have 
an even number, negative coefficiency.” 

 
After each student finishes their problem on the board, they call on another 

student to come to the board  to do the next problem 
 

• Problem 3A: After beginning with 22 = 4, 23 = 8, 24 = 16,  a student ends up with  
the answer of 27 = 128. 

• Problem 4A: A student says the answer is 75. The teacher asks which rule he 
followed to complete this problem.  He points to one on the board. 

• Problem 5A: The teacher asks Ratka to state the rule before calculating it. She 
Points to the rule that has the same main number as well as the exponent. She  
goes on to calculate and explain: “6 x 33 minus 4 x 33  is the same as 6 x 33, which is equal to 54. 

• Problem 6A: Vasnovsko points to the rule that deals with power of quotient with the same main number. The teacher reminds 
him that “calculating a problem means you come up with a number. You can calculate it in your head.” He notes 
that “it’s 144 (12 x 12), and you separated the two because of the decimal numbers”. 

• Problem 7A: After restating the problem, a student says that x equals 11 and he got that by adding 3 and 8. 
• Problem 8A: Andulka says: “first I calculate what’s in the parentheses. 72 = 49. 
• Problem 9A: Student says that 305,026 = 3 x 105 + 5 x 103 + 2 x 101+ 6 x 1. 
• Problem 10A: Write this number in a form a x 10n. The T says that is what we can use when we deal with large numbers on a 

         calculator. 
 

 
    
 
 
    10 1/2  minutes 

 

    
 
 
     
    11 minutes 
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Working on Problem 4: Alenka is asked to come to the 
board to do 4A(a) & 4A(b) (calculate the 2nd root of the 
number).  

W

e

He asks, “How will the pencil be useful to you?” SN: “when 
we have (-50)5 + 505, it will equal zero.” The teacher says you 
can cross it out lightly and asks for other numbers that can 
be crossed out. SN: “(-30)3 and 303 ”. 
Kuba: “(-20) and 202. “ Several students disagree, saying: 
“It’s an even exponent, so a positive number will come out of 
this. They go on to cross out (-10)1 , 101 and 010  and calculate 
the remaining numbers (-20) + 202 = 800.
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